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SUMMARY

I have a deep passion for solving challenging problems, building scalable, robust systems, and well-engineered

products that shape new platform features while advancing the technical infrastructure of the company. 5 years of

experience building scalable distributed services, and developing creative solutions to grow backend systems. My

goal is to solve unique, large-scale, highly complex technical challenges that improve performance and deliver an

outstanding customer experience. Highly experienced in, but not limited to Laravel, Vue, NodeJs, Docker.

EXPERIENCE

Full Stack Engineer, The Remote Company // 2020 - Present

Served as a full stack software engineer and product owner of  Mailercheck. Leading the development and
architecture of several major features:

- Adjusted the existing application architecture to support new payment strategies, increasing top line
revenue by 14%.

- Implemented APIs that allowed our B2B customers to implement Mailercheck features into the backend of
their own application. Thus increasing enterprise customer acquisition by 26%.

- Drove product vision, defined concrete technical PRDs, prioritized trade-o�s, and implemented “Inbox
Insights”.  A  feature that applies proprietary tests to a customer’s email campaign to determine how it will
perform when sent to di�erent email providers as well as detect things like spam phrases or broken links.

- Optimized a large percentage of queries in the application to reduce load times by around 43% and increase
the performance of several features.

- Refactored processes to more e�ciently handle large volumes of data and better distribute workloads
across  queue workers to  prevent performance errors such as timeouts and memory leaks; increasing
application reliability.

Full Stack Engineer, Ricoma International Corporation // 2019 - 2020

Handled the full lifecycle of several projects from initial planning to launch:

- Provided technical input on key product decisions.
- Planned infrastructure to handle the tra�c and workload of existing and upcoming projects.
- Worked with a team of other developers, designers and product managers to solidify ideas and execute

them.
- Automated daily tasks for the sales and support teams by integrating with third party tools in order to

increase productivity. Increased sales by 13% and support ticket completion by 8%.

Backend Engineer, govWorks // 2018 - 2019

Implemented key features on the company’s backend infrastructure and developed a testing framework for the
platform. Also automated all the setup tasks for the software stack on local machines, which sped up the
onboarding of new developers.

Web Developer, Miami Innovators Association // 2017 - 2018
Developed an online platform which automated member onboarding, payment collection, and pairing candidates
with internships, as well as providing an easy route for communication with the candidates. The platform
automated the majority of the manual tasks related to the process of onboarding candidates, freeing time for the
managers to advance the business in other ways.
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